
Damage Houserules – 

The Gritty Healing Surges houserule is inspired by Roleplayingpro.com. The Injury Mechanic is 

ripped from the wholesale. The Critical Fumble, I actually came up with. 

 

Gritty Healing Surges – 

When a character fails a death saving throw he loses a healing surge. If he has no healing surges 

he loses HP equivalent to the amount he would gain had he used a healing surge.  

This is to simulate the lingering affects being knocked unconscious or brutally wounded. 

 

Injury Mechanic – 

The injury mechanic acts in all manners like 4th edition’s disease track. This is listed in the DMG. 

It can be broken down as such: 

M A player can gain an injury from a trap or an attack that deals injury. Traps that deal 

injuries do less damage to compensate for the additional harm they cause. Attacks that 

deal injuries are similar to attacks that inflict diseases. One noticeable difference is that 

attacks that cause injury should not be at-wills. 

M Recovering from an injury is exactly the same as recovering from a disease.  After every 

extended rest an Endurance or Heal check determines if the injury worsens or not. One 

key difference, however, is that the DC to treat an injury scales based on level. This is to 

simulate that a broken bone is just as tough to recover from at 1st levels as it is at 25th. 

This chart lists the DCs by character level. 

Level                Improve        Maintain         Worsen              
1

st
 – 3

rd
              DC 15       DC 10             9 or less 

4
th
 – 6

th
              DC 17       DC 12             11 or less 

7
th
 – 9

th
              DC 19       DC 14             13 or less 

10
th
 – 12

th
          DC 21        DC 16             15 or less 

13
th
 – 15

th
          DC 23        DC 18             17 or less 

16
th
 – 18

th
          DC 25        DC 20             19 or less 

19
th
 – 21

st
           DC 27        DC 22             21 or less 

22
nd

 – 24
th
          DC 29        DC 24             23 or less 

25
th
 – 27

th
           DC 31        DC 26             25 or less 

28
th
 – 30

th
          DC 33         DC 28             27 or less 

 

Below are some examples of injuries. 

Arm / Hand Injury 
  
Recovered 
Improvement: Target regains 1 of the lost healing surges and takes a -1 penalty to all attack rolls. 
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Initial Effect: Target takes a -2 penalty to all attack rolls and loses 2 healing surges that cannot be 

regained. 
Wounded: While bloodied the target is weakened. 
  
Leg / Foot Injury 
  
Recovered 
Improvement: The target’s speed is reduced by 1 and regains 1 of the lost healing surges. 
Initial Effect: The target’s speed is reduced by 2 and loses 2 healing surges that cannot be regained until 
recovered. 
Wounded: The target is slowed.  Each time the target becomes bloodied it falls prone. 
  
Head Injury 
  
Recovered 
Improvement: The target regains 1 of the lost healing surges and suffers a -1 penalty to Perception 

checks. 
Initial Effect: The target loses 2 healing surges and suffers a -2 penalty to Perception checks. Each time 

the target becomes bloodied it is dazed (save ends). 
Worsen: While bloodied the target is dazed. 
Wounded: The target is dazed. 
  
Body Injury 
  
Recovered 
Improvement: The target regains 1 of the lost healing surges and no longer suffers ongoing damage. 
Initial Effect: The target loses 2 healing surges that he cannot regain until recovered.  Each time the 

target becomes bloodied it takes ongoing [5 heroic / 10 paragon / 15 epic] damage (save ends). 
Wounded: Each time the target becomes bloodied it takes ongoing [15 heroic / 20 paragon / 25 epic] 

damage (save ends).  While bloodied the target is dazed. 
  
Acid, Cold, Fire, Force, Lightning, Necrotic, Poison, Psychic, Radiant, or Thunder Injury 
  
Recovered 
Improvement: The target regains 1 of the lost healing surges and [damage type] attacks no longer 

receive a bonus to hit. 
Initial Effect: The target loses 2 healing surges that he cannot regain, and any [damage type] attack 

against the target receives a +2 bonus to the attack roll.  
Wounded: The target gains vulnerability [5 heroic / 10 paragon / 15 epic] to [damage type]. 

 

**AUTHOR’S NOTE**  

Um, I am not the author. Again, let me stress that all praise should be directed to 

Roleplayingpro.com, especially in regards to the injury mechanic. For the most part I just pasted 

and copied. For the initial post see here. To see the post that inspired the lost healing surges 

concept, please see here. 

 

 

 

http://www.roleplayingpro.com/2009/01/30/injuries-and-wounds-in-dungeons-and-dragons/
http://www.roleplayingpro.com/2009/01/25/dm%E2%80%99s-toolbox-healing-surges/


Critical Fumble 

 

You roll a 1, you miss. Not the most exciting part of combat, this little add-on may help add a bit 

of excitement to the natural 1. 

Melee attack roll is a Natural 1 – Your attack is overeager, poorly executed, or otherwise 

disappointing. The enemy you attacked now has an opening. As an immediate reaction he may 

make a basic melee attack against you. 

Area, Close, or Ranged attack roll is a Natural 1 – Your aim is poor, perhaps you rush the 

shot or perhaps you telegraph it; the result is the same though, the enemy you missed may shift 1 

square. 

 


